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Committee lifts Stand Up ban

ND! X
OPINION

Group able to campaign
for A.S. elections today
By Sarah Holcomb
Daily Stuff Writer

Attet i long judicial process, the s ice
president of student affairs at San hist:
State I ins eisits decided that the Stand
’p Party is ill be able to campaign for
Associated Student elections again today
idler being banned tor Ilse days.
s ice president of student
Veril
altairs. said he decided on behalf of the
tins ersns attei res ewing grievances tiled
by members it the Spartan Party in a meeting Slonday.
Aloft than 21) suppiniers of the St ind
I .1% rut), paiii% ’paled in a silent protest in
the tt,illss
outside Phillip.’ office.
I’ in excited. cr happy.- said Alberto
Gunerre/. Stand 1.13 Party co-chair and
\ 5 presidential candidate.
\like Neilsen. A.S. duector of legislaii e ail a is and Spartan Party presidential
candidate, bled two of the grievances in
February at ter a letter to the editor by Huy
Tran. Lo chair of the Stand Up coalition,
was printed it the Spartan Daily that outlined I ran\ (Tuthill of the Spartan Party.
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From left to right, Jason Fithian, Kristo Gobin, Stand Up Party co-chair Alberto Gutierrez and
Hans Shiga participate in a silent protest in the Administration building Monday afternoon.
The Stand Up Party was protesting a decision that suspended the group from campaigning
until March 20. As a result of an administration meeting, the Stand Up Party was permitted
to campaign as of 12:01 a.m. today.
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guy en complaint was receis ed irs
the ere% turn hriard and Nguyen said the
fllelllhef

11,1d

hiM the!, stiruld Hot he

able to take iris knoll on the issue
Ngiis en said he %% as flirt satisfied with

Students encounter Johnson officially
apartment problems resigns as coach
By Christine Glarrow
Daily shol Writer
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Nguyen ’,lid the letter was a form of
campaignin hetore it %% as allowed.
stales in the I I:lei:non Regulation
Manual) that campaigning is anything
written P setbal that supports any candiNgti% en said. "I tiled my
date or
complaint is such..
Nguyen also wrote a letter to the editor.
which was printed m the Spartan Daily.
The letter highlighted some of the ac tit ins be had taken is the A.S. director of
legislative affairs and encouraged students
iii s ote itt the tips outing A S. election.
"I 1:IN %MUM: 11 :I, .1 heads -up to stu
dents. 7sigii%en said. "I didn’t use any
party [Maroon .ind I wasn’t slandering

this answer and he appealed the ruling by
the electnin board to the rules committee
that served as the appeals hoard.
The same day that Nguyen submitted
his appeal. the election hoard mitined him
of a nest ruling to sanction a use -day ban
on any campaigning on the part of any
Stand lp Party members, which would
last until today. Nguyen said.
Nguyen said he did not agree to that rtiling right away
"I wanted to get the appeals hoard opt
um before I made a decision.- Nguyen
said.
tiunerrei said the rules committee then
decided to extend the sanction to rule that
the Stand l’p Party could not campaign as
a group until March 15 and also members
as mdisiduals until
itItIldn’t campaign
March 20.
The appeal ssas overturned by the administratois present at the closed meeting
Phillips said ihe rules committee wasn’t
fully constituted as it sat as the appeals
board.
Tran and Ginn:act said the meeting
VIaS called by
Greg \Volum. Election
Board and A.S. ads iser he, use the rules
committee s ii ilated pet us ,i1 in making
their deci%11111.
In the ’meting, the administrators also
addressed a griesance regarding the application ti candidacy ot Brecanna Mierop
for dire, tin- of legislatise affairs.
Phillips said her application was turned
in lit minutes past the deadline of 5 p.m.
on Feb. 21. and Met chile was ineligible.
-The Election Btiard informed us
that there is a 10-mmute grace period,Gutierrei said, adding that the Spartan
Party tiled a goes :ince against the grace
pent id.
In regards ti, campaigning again,
Gutter-re/ said. " the signs are piing up at
12.1II a
tigiu.en said he ti tots the decision made
by the unisei soy
"Bickering bask and forth isn’t going
to do the students any good
kind of
selfish.- Nguyen said. "I just want the students to go out and trite for the candidates
that sx ill represent them hest. -

While rhos emirs it tillers numerous apartment options not all am ler eis mg positise
le11.1111%
it.% nests if 0111
Lack of ptolessionalisin arid Ints.o111ti iii
among
11111111Catioll
111:111.1eel,
.11T
the connYlainis him) some tenants al I he
(.oloiniade Apartments at 2111 5 fourth St.

OM

Ni k linda, %% ho orks lull time in retail
rhe Colonnade
and has been a resident
Apartments tor Is !ninths. is ill the prt is CSS
of mot mg out.
Biela said when he 55.1. lust looking at
an apartment at The Colonnades. the apart
mein ’s employees -tried to pull a bait and
sw itch- on hun
hey first showed hun a room on the
fourth floor hut at the %milt-act signing.

we APARTMENTS, pap S

By Aimee Threet
’hilly Stuff Writer

Spartans men’s basketball
hea.i oar.I1 Phil .firlinsou turned
III its lesignation it the begin
iiing of this %seek I he resigna11011 still he u_’ttestts e at the end
if the 2004 tic sea
Jill111,11111 sfi.uied hi’ reasons in

a prepared
the athletic
-It has
there has

statement released by
department
hecome oh% ions that
not been the nel’eSintwiess
sar
haskethall.
’therefore. I think it is appropriate
that !announce my resignation as
head basketball coach.- Johnson
said
see JOHNSON, paged

San Jose Convention Center
to add 80,000 square feet
By Erin Caballero
IMily Staff u*riter

The San Jose Whirr) Coto cilium I ’evict iii dowitiliv.ii
will he getting an upgrade within the nest fess months Built iii
14144. the (*mooting) Center has outguns ii ts I I ;Pt si
feet of floor space and plans ate under was hi add au addi
tional $11,1100 feel
The expanded consent ion center is expo:led to aie:ite
lieW II whs, attract businesses and ser%e its a possible s it%
emergency disaster shelter. Estimated to cod appi,,,runamls
$5 million, the interim structure is a tensile .1111,1111C, of an
extremely sitting tent
Ali rug ssutir tithe’ longin1112 Idsirumtucuttic the Sh Fairly
Convention Interim lispansion Project is designed t,, eliminate
the "blight" of dow milts n San lose In an urban env !liniment

as doNntile.11 San Jose, the lig:111,010n III Might ins
Iiii dos% ii Imiltlings and cracked .ides%alk. .Stier completion
it w ill link die , onxention collet is ith the businesses south of
alums di
lialho. Ii Sheet, said nii% id Vosshi
Ilw
ter till ti Alallot Ron ( roniales
A1..’le gauging the market to he .ompetitixe rhe
(.4111% C1111011
Is lust a part of run 0%0.111 e, 0114.1elit ..ttat
’Ts ti
1111111.1 e San Jose.- Vosshrink said
ey painted Convention Center is ill illtS1 -CHO Lite’
21,05 l’immiumt) Conference- from lime 21 to 25. is Pius hi
is estimated to bring about 10.0110 %Isom% and $7 X million
in les entie. as cording to the
ni_ut %%sot !Anon of
(’1,115 ention and Visitors Bureau
!he cons ening’ will show the eBas rommunity how hi
hotel Millie the sv
most I anions am min him k It Also

see CENTER, page 6

Pout, Stott
Colin lindenv,
The San lose McFnery Convention Center, located at I SOW. San Carlos St., brings in
thousands of people each year helping to boost San fose’s economy.
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Should euthanasia be permitted
nationwide?
Responsibility is too much for
the nation and health care.

NO

Terminally ill patients should
be able to die with dignity.
Euthanasia is considered murder by many people including the judge
who sentenced Dr. Jack Kevorkian, otherwise known as Dr. Death.
Nevertheless, terminally ill patients with six months or less to live
should have the right to choose whether they want to live in pain or end
their suffering.
Patients suffering from vomiting. coughing. pain spasms and uncontrollable excretory functions should have a say on how they want to continue to live.
Patients are not only suffering physically, but mentally with the
knowledge that they will die soon. Waiting for that one moment when
life’s last breath comes can be traumatic for those patients.
Nowhere in the U.S. Constitution does it state that the government has
the right to keep a person from committing suicide.
Although religion is often cited in arguments against euthanasia, religion has no legal bearing on this issue.
Although it is up to the government to decide if euthanasia will be
legalized, church and state must not intersect.
By saying euthanasia is morally wrong.
it is taking a religious point of view and
imbuing its arguments with religious connotations, bringing religion into the field of
government.
It is cruel and inhumane to let someone
suffer beyond their will when he or she is
already close to death.
The cost of medical care for terminally
ASHLEY JOHNSON
ill patients is a financial burden on them
and their families. It seems unreasonable to
keep a person. who is suffering from severe pain and usually is on pain
medication, alive for the duration of his or her illness.
The cost of medical care for a terminally ill patient along with the impending funeral costs is a financial burden on patients and their family.
Caring for a terminally ill patient takes medical personnel away from
other patients who have a successful chance at life.
The fall from dignity and grace can also be traumatizing for family
members. With only months to live in a state much unlike their original
self can he painful for their family to watch.
It would be merciful to allow the families of terminally ill patients to
remember them as they would have been prior to their illness.
Euthanasia has already been legalized in Oregon, the Netherlands and
Australia.
Oregon passed the Death With Dignity Act in 1994 but was challenged in the state and federal courts. The law was eventually approved
by voters in 1997 with a 60 percent to 40 percent margin.
Now is the time to broaden the scope of liberties in a medical context.
Anyone who has suffered pain cannot imagine if it were intensified to
a certain point where death is desired.
The argument for and against euthanasia will persist. but for the dignity of patients and their families, euthanasia should be legalized nationwide so all terminally ill patients can have the right to choose.

Euthanasia should not be allowed nationwide for the pure and simple
reason that we. as a country, could not handle the responsibility. These
days. too many people have simply taken attitudes that are far too casual
toward serious subjects. We talk about subjects such as plastic surgery
and the concept of divorces as normally as we would talk about ordering
lunch.
Such a morally casual attitude should never be allowed to happen
when the subject comes to death by euthanasia. Death is never a subject
to be taken lightly. Whatever you choose to call it. euthanasia still means
ending a life purposefully and unnaturally.
As a culture. Americans like to find the easiest quick fix to any problems that arise. There seems to be a belief deep inside every American
that the solution to all the problems of the world comes in pill form.
That’s why euthanasia should never be legalized nationwide.
Imagine a person finds out from their doctor that they have a terminal
illness, and only has six months to live. He or she is given the option of
euthanasia. To avoid a painful end, he or
she chooses to be euthanized. There are
tearful goodbyes, lethal injections. funerals. et cetera. Now fast forward to two
months later, and the doctor discovers
that the lab made a mistake and the patient
wasn’t sick at all. There could be a breakthrough in the treatment for the disease
or even a cure.
For example. there is the story of a
Florida woman, Terri Schindler-Schiavo.
JOE SHREVE
She has lived in a vegetative state since
1990. Her husband. Michael Schiavo. and
her parents are currently fighting in court about whether or not she should
be allowed to die by having her feeding tube removed.
Her parents do not want the tube to he removed because she had made
some progress in increasing her awareness of voices and movements.
Meanwhile. Michael Schiavo wishes the tube to be removed so that he
can marry his fiancee.
What message would that say if someone was euthanized simply because they were disabled? Their life wasn’t important enough to keep?
That they were useless, dead weight and better off dead’? Why should
someone be killed simply for not being normal? It was evil when the
Nazis did it, it is no less evil now.
If euthanasia were to he legalized, there is always the danger of it
somehow becoming a fad quick fix. If someone was depressed. or under
a lot of emotional stress, what would stop him or her from simply going
downtown to a clinic and ending it all?
Death will not solve your problems, or cure your diseases, all it %s ill
do is make you dead.
Lives should not be thrown away simply because someone decides
they no longer serve a purpose. We should he trying to find ways to save
lives, not end them.
Joe Shreve is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Illustration by Alan Bayudan

Ashley Johnson is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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"No. God gave us life,
and He knows the
time we’re going to
die. The decision is
not ours."
Jose Oqueli

"No. I’m a Christian,
and! don’t think any
person has a right to
terminate his or her
own life."
Nick Wu

"Yes. If someone
wants to die, and the
treatment costs
thousands, they should
be allowed to die."
Debbie Lin

"Yes. It’s a personal
choice, it’s not like
murder. I think it’s
better than suicide."

"Yes. If the patient
is suffering a lot, he
should have a choice
whether to live or not."

Shannon Leslie

Minh Ly

"Yes. Its an individual
right. It can be abused,
but hopefully laws will
be written to prevent
that possibiliN."
, Paul Prange
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OPINION PAGE POLICY I

Readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the Opinion page. with a
letter to the editor.

A letter to the editor is a response to an issue or a
point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 200 to 400 words will be
considered for publication
Submissions become property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar. libel and
length. Submissions must contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and mayor
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to the
Editor has at the Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bente’
Hall, Room 209. sent by fas to (40()924-3117, e’-mail at
spartandailysucasa.sisicedu or mailed to the Spartan
Daily Opinion Editor, School i,t Journalism and Maw.
Communications, San low state. University, One
Washington Square, San lose, I. A 9519240149
Editorials an. written by and an. the eonsenstis e’f the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements dee not
necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the
Schml of Journalism and Mass I. onemunications or
SISU.
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IOT DAMN

Bickering overpowers the making of music
They had been spitting for quite some time now.
One of them would raise up his shoulders, his
throat growling and his lips jerking together. His eyebrows would wrinkle and point to the crevices forming above his nose. Then, he would let it loose, sending the white phlegm into the other’s ears.
0 would shatter there, near the other’s temple, its
shards slicing through the line hairs in his ears.
Then it would the second one’s turn, and he would
repeat the process.
This had gone on long enough, the spitting back
and forth. Each of them had white saliva dripping
down their cheeks and hanging in their hair.
"The music scene is worthless," the first one said.
"We play shows all the time, but we never make
enough money
not even enough to pay for the gas
we used to get to the gig."
The other spat back. He wrenched his head back

his words with more force than the 100-watt ampliand struck out.
"It is no better for me." he said. "My house always fiers of the hand behind them.
hosts shows and we are thanked with
"No one appreciates the venue my
nothing but broken beer bottles and
house provides." the second said. "They
shattered windows."
steal things, tear up our carpets and vomit
on our floors."
Music raged behind them, the hands
played on. The crowd ignored the spitThe music that was playing could have
ting match, focusing on pulsing with
been anything. It could have been a sports
the band’s rhythm.
game, and the two arguing could have
Sweat sprayed off the audience
been fans of the same team, each trying to
members, staining the ceiling and walls
tell the other of a certain player’s fault.
with a dim yellow. The floor shook
"We give the scene our music."
with each boom of the bass drum, each
"We give the scene a place to hear it."
JOHN MYERS
squeal of guitar feedback and each
They could have been movie buffs arscream from the singer’s throat.
guing over which director had more of an
"No one in this rotten scene supports
impact or which art -house film shattered
the bands," the first one howled. "We are all alone."
more Hollywood conventions.
-We sacrifice everything we have for our art, and
The other one matched the first’s volume. barking
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School of Art and Design
An 011 ekhilmt featuring student
galleries v% ill take place from
lila in to 4 p.m. in the Art
building The "Tuesday Night
I ecture Series" will take place
imili 5 p.m to 6 p.m, in
mom I 31 01 the Art building. A
recepoi iii w ill be held from
6 p.m to p m For more
ultit Io:mon. .all the gallery’
of lice at 924-4 ; 91.

SJSC Art History Association
A meeting vi:ill take place from
II A5 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. in
mom 329 of the Art building.
Ii it ’mire information. call Rose
Onillt at 0431Y 469-0332.

Hip hop Congress

"Distortion 2 Static" will take
place Irom noon to 1 p.m. in the
Student Union Amphitheater.
For more information, call Wes
Kunihara at 559-6479.

Catholic Campus Ministry
I )ail y Mass will take place at
12:10 p.m. "Faith Formation"
will take place at 6 p.m. Both
events will take place at the
Catholic Campus Ministry
chapel. For more information.
call Father Mike Carson at
938-1610.
School of Musk
"The Listening Hour" concert
series will take place from
12:30 p.m. to 1:20 p.m. in the
Music building Concert Hall.
The concert will feature the
SJSU Jazz Ensemble. For more
infOrmation, call the music
of lice at 924-4673.

Counseling Services
A WWI’ women’s support group
meeting w ill take place front
I .30 p.m. to 2:50 p.m. A social
skills group meeting ss ill take
place from 3 p.m. 104.20 p.m.
Both events w ill he in

Phi Alpha Theta
A meeting will take place at
3 p.m. in room 135 of Dudley
Moorhead Hall.
Department of
Foreign languages
"Les (’hiiristcs 4. ill be shown at
5 p.m. in ri mini 211 of Sweeney
Hall.

SJSpirit
"Religious Addiction When
Devotion Goes Too Far" will
take place at 5:30 p.m. in the
Montalvo room of the Student
Union. For more information.
call Chaplain Roger at 61/5-1687.

Nigerian Student Association
A meeting will take place at
6 p.m. in the Almaden room of
the Student Union.

The man is overjoyed to find
the companion he was searching
for and the two beings are united
wax realty !saddened when
read "Opposing Views: Should again to become one.
same-sex marriage be legal?" in
The chapter ends with the
words, "Therefore a man leaves
the March I Spartan Daily.
Both Mayra Flores and Marsea his father and his mother and
Nelson seemed to present views cleaves to his wife, and they bethat devalued
marriage and come one flesh."
is the purpose of marriage,
showed little understanding of its
the uniting of the two individuals.
origins and its purpose.
In the second chapter of the the joining of two distinct sexes.
hook of Genesis we find the ac- and the creation of a new whole.
It’s a sacred and powerful incount of the creation of the sexes
timate bond that can only form
and the first marriage.
God forms the first human out when wc give ourselves wholly
of the earth and tenderly breathes to each other body, soul, spirit.
life, name -- in a word "marlife into the being.
He makes this new being stew- riage.Today’s protests relating to
ard over paradise. hut makes it
clear that he isn’t finished by. stat- same -sex marriages are similar Ti
ing. "It is not good tm the man to political issues that were fought in
the past.
be alone."
To these issues Jesus’ answer
The human experiences the
world. bonds is ith the other crea- was. "But front the beginning it
tures, giving them names. hut was not so" (Matthew 19141.
Mamage and the sexes were
something was missing.
originally designed as a special
There was loneliness.
No companion 55,0 tivund. God gift from God to give us a physic al
representation of the spiritual conthen creates the sexes
Front the one strong being he nection we can haw with Him
A deep intimacy with one an
lOnned two sulnerahle beings that
complemented each other, unique- other complements and completes
us.
ly display mg the Spirt of God.
When we forget or ignore this
From there the hrst marriage
design we end up with confusion.
takes place.
Dear editor,

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students. (acuity and staff members The deadline for entries is noon three
working days betore the desired publication date. Entry lorms are available in the Spartan Daily office in Dwight
WWI Hall. room 209 Entries an also he entailed to spartandaily,. casa 5Ni edu titled "Sparta Guide." Space
restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
Counseling Services of the
Student Services Center.

In our throwaway society, it
seems we have another casualty,
that is the Holy Father, Pope John
Paul II. In the Spartan Daily.
March 3, Elizabeth Nguyen was
of the opinion that the Holy
Father must resign because he is
sick and old. I might have missed
something, hut when did the spiritual leader of more than a billion
Catholics slip to being a car that
has too many miles? It seems that
we do not like looking at the sick
and the old, so rather than deal
with our own fears of getting old
or sick we find it easier to get the
person to resign.
One aspect that I liked about iny
year in the Philippines is the sew

of how the elderly. are treated. In
that culture, the old are revered as
fountains of wisdom. Their ideas
are sought out and welcomed.
Their lives are celebrated. The idea
that they should retire, go away
or otherwise be forgotten seems
absurd.
Nguyen quotes a few nonreligious sources. but she did not
talk to our own Bishop Patrick
McGrath, who v isited the pope a
few months ago. He reported that
the pope. although severely limited physically, is as sharp and as
insightful mentally as he has always been, which is exactly what
a pope needs. He does not run the
everyday operation of the Catholic
Church. His mission is to guide,
ism and
direct and lead is

wisdom.
As for our traditions ot electing a new pope being quaint, it is
hard to argue is ith success. It has
worked for the most part of the
last 2.000 years. Further. even our
leadership is ma decided on the
latest opinion polls hat would
be the true popularity. contest. The
elevation of a new pope is decided
first by prayer and discernment of
God’s will Ibis is a tricky course
for any church, hut we do not have
to chart that course until God says
iii’. time to retire. God’s retirement
message is not a giwld is ,itch. but
death and re surrec tit,11
Rey. .3Io hael ( ii

1,11

Cathr,111 (11,11,111M
Son .1(,,e

Shill I PIA, sits

Letter: Response to ’Gay marriage’ viewpoints

SPARTA GUIDE
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John Myers is a Spartan Daily copy editor,
"Hot Damn" appears every other Tuesday.

Letter: Response to ’Pull the plug on the pope’

NICK SCOTT
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our fans appreciate us."
"We give our homes so the bands will have a place
and the fans will have a place to hear them."
They could have been arguing about anything
while the main event that fueled their passion blazed
in the background. forgotten and unheard as they spat
complaints at one another.
"Without us. the scene would he dead."
"Without us, the scene would be dead."
Their ears were filled up with phlegm. and neithet
could hear any. music at all.

Department or
Foreign 1.anguages
"Tintin en Amerique.- a talk
from Jean-Marie Apostolides.
will take place at 5:30 p.m. in
room 242 of Sweeney Hall.
Asian American
Christian Fellowship
A meeting %% ill take place at
6:30 p.m. in the Pacifica room of
the Student Union.
SJSpirit
Candlelight worship will take
place at 7 p.m. in the Spartan
Memorial. For more
information. call Chaplain Roger
at 605-1657.

Zeta Phi Beta
A date rape and self-defense
workshop will take place at
7 p.m. in the Costanoan room
of the Student Union. For more
information. call Kimberley at
437-4180.

This

apathy, and pain.
Cary Stanle%
Graduar,
Computei
--
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Zeta Phi Beta
Karaoke will take place at 8 p.m.
in Washburn Hall. For more
information. call Cherish at
569-2190.

Victory Campus Ministries
"The Source" will take place at
5:30 p.m. in the Spartan
Memorial. Learn about the
amazing destiny God has for
your life. For more information.
call Marla at (510)365-5239.

WEDNESDAY
Career Center
A career and internship fair
will take place from noon to
5 p.m in the Event Center. An
early bird pass. Tower Card or
a Career Center membership
card is required to enter front
noon to 3 p.m. All other SJSU
candidates with a current
*tower Card or Career Center
membership card can enter
rom .3 p. m tOS p. m.

THURSDAY

2005 SPARTAN FOOTBALL SPRING PRACTICE

SJSl Faculty
Christian Fellowship

11
12
13
15
18
19

"Transcendent Experience"
will be shown from noon to
1 p.m. in mom 247 of the
Engineering building. It is the
first segment of the Question
of God Video Series" comparing
the worldview s of Sigmund
Freud and C.S. Lewis. or more
information, call Buff Furman at
924-3517.

Eartend!

No Pads
1:30 pm
- Mar
No Pads
10:00 am
- Mar
Pads
3:00 pm
- Mar
Pads
6:00 am
- Mar
Pads
1:30 pm
- Mar
Pads
10:00 am
- Mar
SJSU Coaches Clinic Following
All Practices
Pads
3:00 pm
20 - Mar
Are OPEN!
Pads
6:00 am
22 - Mar
Pads
6:00 am
Students
24 - Mar
& Faculty
No Pads
6:00 am
5 - Apr
Please Join Us!
Pads
1:30 pm
8 - Apr
Pads
10:00 am
9 - Apr
Please call 24 hours
Pads
6:00 am
12 - Apr
ahead to verify
Pads
practice times.
1:30 pm
15 - Apr
(408) 924-1266
GAME
SPRING
2:00 pm
16 - Apr
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Spartans remain focused for Tulsa
By Lauren Bosch
Daily Staff Writer

TUESDAY

Softball team gears up
for upcoming homestand
By Ashley Little
Daily Stuff Writer

A night before the team’s first
showing in the Western Athletic
Conference tournament, the San
Jose State University women’s
basketball team is riding high off
of its win Saturday night against
the University of Nevada.
Boosted by recent success
from forward Lamisha Augustine,

With numerous away games
behind them, the San Jose State
University softball team will remain home until the beginning of
April starting this week.
The team scheduled the season
to he on the road in the beginning

BASKETBALL

SOFTBALL

Overall record
9-8

Current record Last season’s word
16-35
15-8
Next home game:
Today vs. Worm

WAC record
16-11

The Spartans, No. 6 seed, will face
Tulsa. No. 3 seed tomorrow
guard Jessica Kellogg and forward
Amber Jackson, the Spartans are
hoping that they will he able to
carry their luck throughout the
tournament.
"Just staying focused will be
our key," said head coach Janice
Richard. "I think we have the players to beat anybody in the WAC.
Our biggest challenge is just going
to be to stay focused. My starting
five are probably as good of athletes and talented as anybody’,
group out there, so we’re fighting."
The SJSU will face the
University of Tulsa 6 p.m.
Wednesday night at Reno as pan
of the tournament. The only team
in the WAC to defeat Tulsa during
both meetings this season. SJSU is
hoping those past wins will boost
its confidence.
"We are absolutely not thinking
about any losses, we’re focused,"
Richard said. "We feel good about
the team we’re playing. We’re the
only team in the WAC to sweep
them, so I absolutely feel we can
beat them. We’re disappointed
to get the sixth seed, but when
you look at the bracket. I feel
good about the teams we could
face. I feel we’ll either play Rice
University or the University of
Hawai’i and those are teams that
we’ve beat."
This weekend the Spartau.s
also found out that two of their
teammates have been named for
all -conference teams. Lrimishil
Augustine was named first team
All-WAC and Amber Jackson as
second team All-WAC and All Freshmen.
Augustine, second on the team
in scoring and rebounding during
the season, and Jackson, SJSU
leader in scoring and rebounding,
will work with the rest of their
weapons on defeating Tulsa for the
third time around.
Augustine finished her hest
season at the college level. averaging 13.9 points and 7.6 rebounds
a game. Jackson led the Spartans

Neal Waters / Daily File Plink

with 15.2 point, .ind IC6 rebounds a
game during the season. Jackson’s
67.2 percent field goal percentage
also ranks her among the national
leaders.
Recent highlights fOr individual
players’ games have helped inflate
the confidence of the Spartans. allowing them to use pride in each
other, and direct it toward the
team’s success as well. Richard
said.
Players such as Kellogg.
Augustine. Jackson and Erica
McGlaston have given the Spartans
several looks both oil ,Ifense and

defense Each player’s individual
efforts have helped bring cohesion
to the team, Richard said.
"Also, now with Nica Gemo
hack on track after her injury, her
defense is great. She’s our stopper
inside. We bring it all to the team
and everybody is contributing and
doing their part. If everyone is
bringing their A -game then good
things are going to happen to our
team,- Richard said.
The Spartans biggest challenge
will be controlling Tulsa’s Jillian
Robbins. In their last meeting.
Hints. lead.
Robbins scored

ing her team in the losing effort.
The Spartans will continue n (irking on their defense. in hopes of
keeping the hall out of Robbins’
hands.
"We’ve spent a lot of time
working on how we’re going
to defend her." Richard said.
"We’ve faced a lot of really
good post players in the WAC
and when we find one like her.
we’re going it) offer a few different things delensively. As long as
we can keep the hall out of her
hands, the better off we’re going
lii he."

No. 24 Nevada hosts WAC tourney with eye on NCAA bid
RENO. Nev. (AP) Nevada
coach Mark Fox has some had
news for the other Western Athletic
Conference coaches hoping the
No. 24 Wolf Pack figure they’ve
locked up an NCAA hid before the

reolol
2003 tit
utrual &

WA(’ tournament begins ’I tiesday
on their home court.
"I haw no idea ii we’re in the
NCAA Tournament or not. I don’t
trust that we are, to be honest with
you:. Fox said Monday.
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or whatever." Fos
ear at
Neada. the rcotrl,im season
champ at 16-2. 24-5 overall, this said.
year became the first WA(’ team
"I don’t want to have otiii
ever to pi 9-0 on the road ID destiny put in somebody else’s
league play and brings a 10-game hands. I don’t trust in that. I do
winning streak into the tournament trust our team." he said.
at Lawlor Events ( ’enter.
"We’re anxious about getting
Fox told about 200 hoosters ready for the tournament this
at his weekly luncheon that his week and nuts tug forward and
team doesn’t want to leave any
trying to add to our out total.... If
thing to chance in its hid tin a we can stay focused, we’ll have a
return trip to the "Big Dance. - chance to get the automatic hid.where last year’s Wolf Pat k _ _Nevada swept the top three
squad made a Cinderella run to postseason awards %toted on by
the Sweet Sixteen.
WA(’ coaches user the week’The winner of the WAC tour- end. Sophomore forward Nick
nament earns an automatic my iFatekas, averaging a conferlium to the NCAA Tournament.
ence -hest 21.5 points per game
"1 huh State was left home last ;mil 9.4 rebounds, yy as named
player oil the year. punt guard
Ra111011 Sessions the freshman of
the year and Fox the coach of the
year. Fox is a former Wolf Pack
assistant in his first year as head
coach after Trent Johnson left for
&atom tint Aaiun
Stanford.
Promotional Items,
top -seeded Wolf Pack
opens play in the quarterfinals
1.10 m fir Hilt
Thursday night against the yyiii
3.10 min SO
tier of Tuesday night’s qualifier
4.16.1.1,100
CENTURY
(id le INS
between Boise State 16-12 WAC,
GRAPHIC
Cowin bhp
,.
13-17 overall) and Tulsa 15-13,
9-191.
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purpose, head coach Dee Dee
Enabenter-Omidiji said.
-We want to sow some seeds
of success and then be able to
reap what we’ve sown when we
play here moistly all of March."
Enabenter-Omidiji said. "This
hopefully too will help us in conference play."
Catcher Monique Kelley said
that the team’s focus and intensity should remain the same no
matter where they go.
"Playing at home is always a
good feeling just because it’s familiar," Kelley said.
Even though it may be more
comfortable for the team today.
Kelley said that she is pumped
up Just as much when they are
away.
"There is nothing like listening to your on n pregame CD,
playing on your own dirt and
the roar of your own hometown
crowd, but obviously every game
can’t be played at home." said
first baseman Lindsey Allen.
With improvements from
game to game. the players
are learning how to compete.
Enabenter-Omidiji said.
"They are gaining a better Understanding of the game
they
are understanding and inure ac
cepting of their roles and contributions to the team." EnabenterOmidiji said.
Not only do the coaches notice
their acknowledgements. hut after each game they all know what
they have to work on whether
they are a pitcher. catcher or out011

Spartan forward Lamisha Augustine drives the ball during the last home game of the season against
the University of Tulsa at the Event Center on Feb. 26. San Jose State University begins Western Athletic
Conference tournament play against the University of Tulsa 7 p.m. today at the Lawler Event Center in Reno.
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fielder based on their performance
said outfielder Elisa Barrios.
"As a catcher, working in the
bullpen is important." Kelley said.
"All sides to the game are equally
as important - they all make us
one unit."
After all their hard work and
time that they put into) the sport.
they can’t expect less than a full
effort in every game. said Kelley.
Before settling in at home. the
Spartans made a stop during the
weekend at Cal State Sacramento),
The Spartans swept the doubleheader 1-0 and 4-1, their first
time %%seeping them since 1993,
improy mg their overall record to
15-K on the season.
In game to to, a wild pitch by
Hornets’ pitcher Nikki Cinque
during the ninth inning with the
base, loaded alltmed pinch runner Danielle Eakins to score from
third base.
With this run breaking the tie.
the Hornets were unable to score
go mg the win to the Spartans
In game one. pitcher Carol
Forbes delivered a one -hit complete game. The game was scoreless when Allen readied base on
an error by the Hornet’s second
baseman. Allen was then brought
in by outfielder Jana Aide w ho hit
a triple. Making the St.-I ’re I ii. the
Spartans held onto then lead tor
the rest of the ,t:anie
The Spartans begin their stay
home (oda% against the I ’tmersit)
of Comte, tit iii 11 :I single ;2.11114: at
2 p III at the 51St held
-We li11,1A forward to a competitive contest." Enabenter-Omidiji
said.
The Huskies have an overall record of 1-3. with not having many
games behind them for the season.
"UConn is a ’cold weather’
program that has had a lot ot success in the Big Last Conference."
Enahenter-Omidin said. -they
have also been to the College
World Set len I’m sure they will
be excite,’ to play Ina here he, :RISC
%OM:
players are horn
Atter their match -up against
l’Conn. (lie Spartans will head into
the National Ins national Softball
Tournament on I -inlay through
Sunday at the In in Creeks Sports
Complex in Sinirr
lit’.

Upcoming softball
homestand
Today
vs. University of Connecticut
at 2 p.m.
Friday to Sunday
Notional Invitational Softball
Tournament at Twin Creeks
Sports Complex in
Sunnyvale

March 22 to 24
Spartan Invite
March 28
doubleheader vs Brown
at 1 p m
April 1
vs. Tulsa at 2 p.m.

March 15
vs. University of Northern
Iowa at 1 p m

April 2
doubleheader vs Tulsa at
noon

March 18 to 20
Spartan Classic

Al games are played at SJSU I old

Giants beat Sox in exhibition
TU(’SON. Ariz. 1AP)
Tomato had a two-run single and
the San Francisco Giants threw
out four runners at the plate in a
6-5 win over the Chicago White
Sox on Monday.
hie liorchard. trying to make
the team as a reserve outfielder.
homered in the second and sixth
innings for the White Sox.
After the game. Borc hard
found a $1011 hill awaiting him
at his locker. not knowing who it
was from.
He later learned A. J.
Pierzynski had offered S100 to
any of his new White Sox teammates that hit a home run oft
Brett omko.
Tomkto. along with several other San Francisco players, labeled
Piertynski a clubhouse "cancer"

last season, after his :licher mined
the Giants as a free agent.
"I enjoyed my time as a ( ;Lint.
hut I’m not going to lie.I in
happy I’m not back there." said
Piertynski, who did not play
Monday..
"I ind some great people and
I still have some friends I talk to
over there.
"But some people met there
know what they are.
"I’ve moved OIL I wish ’WM the
hest of luck and hopefully Ye t an
play them in the World Series and
heat them."
White Sox rookie starter Sean
Tracey gave up five nuns
low
earned
in 2 I. 1 timings, and
Tornio() gme up Iwo runs and
three hits over two) innings for the
(hams.
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APARTMENTS - Withheld security deposits, laundry thefts among complaints
continued from page 1
he was told that only u room on
the sixth floor was available for
a higher price. Biela told them he
would take the sixth floor room for
the original, lower price.
When Biela went to tell them he
would be mos ing out, the manager.
George Schulz. told Biela that it is
his policy that he "alts ass takes a
minimum of 5100 out of security
deposit." Bide said.
It’s "usually between 5100 and
$3(10. depending on how the apartment looks, but no one gets all of
their money hack," Biela said.
Schulz said this isn’t true.
Schulz said that damages are
deducted and then rarely vs ill an
apartment he left with no damages
and in clean enough condition for
the tenants to receise all of their
money back.
According to the 2003 Landlord Tenant Legislation, which took effect on Jan. I. 2004. a California
landlord is required to do one of
Iwo things with a tenant’s security
deposit box within 21 days alter
the tenant muses lie or she must
either return the se, urits deposit or
send the tenant an itemized statement show ing the amounts of all
deductions and the reason the deductions %s ere made, along ss ith a
refund ’It the mime) not deducted.
Reheic a Roberts. s ho Is taking the seincster tiff from schoiil
hut w ill he returning to SJSI next
semester, has been a tenant at The
Colonnade Apartments since Jul).
Besides has mg three managers
this year. Roberts has dealt ss ith

several other issues.
majoring in kinesiology, lived at
Roberts said that when she The Colonnade Apartments for
and her roommates needed an three semesters but moved out in
additional parking space. Schulz December, when her roommate
offered her one for $50 and then left to study abroad.
raised it to $90 and then S110, say"We had problems all the time."
ing that he could charge whatever Robertson said.
he wanted to.
Robertson said they dealt with
Schulz, however, said he didn’t unorganized staff members. Papers
raise the rates. The other company weren’t always on file and parking
affiliated with the garage raised the passes weren’t available.
rates, he said.
between
Miscommunication
The water is turned off about staff and tenants was also an issue,
twice a month during the day, with as responses to apartment policies
a notification stating the time but would differ depending on the staff
not the reason the water would be member. Robertson said.
off taped to the tenants’ doors the
Nicole Green, a junior majoring
night before. Roberts said.
in recreation who is currently liv"I’m here to fix the building. ing at The Colonnade Apartments
When I have a major leak, I have for her fourth semester, said she
to shut off the entire building." has experienced similar situations.
Schulz said.
"Every time you go in there and
A year ago, one of Roberts’ num- talk to someone, you get a different
mates used the washer and dryer at answer." Green said.
night and the next morning, her
Often no one would be in the ofclothes Isere gone, Roberts said.
fice during office hours, making it
A week later, one of the apart- difficult to communicate with the
ments cleaning ladies was wear- staff, Robertson said.
ing one of the roommates’ shirts,
Green said The Colonnade
Roberts said. As a result. Schulz Apartments are "really unorganized
said Roberts would receis e a rent and sometimes unprofessional."
credit, hut "he’s making empty
Green also said that if she goes
promises." Roberts said.
into the leasing office, she says she
In addition. Roberts said the receives less respect and slower reeles :tors has en’t been inspected sults than if her mother goes, and
since 2003
thinks it is because she is a college
Roberts has started an e-mail student.
omit
ci ilonnadefenants(a.
On the other hand, Chris Ong, a
ginall.com
for tenants of The junior majoring in art who moved
Colonnade Apartments to send into The Colonnade Apartments
complaints and experiences that last summer, said he hasn’t had any
Roberts ss ill present to the corpo- problems except for people playrate man;q:einent.
ing loud music in the evenings.
1.1 Rithcr1sun, a junior
"It’s pretty loud. With the base

you can feel the floor vibrate." Ong
said. "Other than that, it’s fine."
This is Schulz’,, third time as
the manager for The Colonnade
Apartments.
"When I come to town, this
place gets a little safer, a little
cleaner." Schulz said.
Schulz said it is his intent "to recover the sers ices of the building,
to restore it and to provide the residents with a home they’re proud to
live in.’
Deputy Director for code enforcement. Michael Hannon. said
San Jose has close to 35,000 multi housing units.
Code enforcement’s responsibilities include responding to these
tenants complaints regarding their
apartment’s need for repair. These
needs can range from leaky faucets
to infestations of cockroaches.
Hannon said.
Hannon said that depending on
the nature of the violation in the
apartment, the landlord is given between one to 30 days to do repairs
It’s important that students f eel
comttirtable reporting housing
s mlations to code enlorcement
when their landlord is "not mak
a reasonable attempt to repair the
condition in a reasonable amount
of time." Hannon said.
Students experiencing concerns
with the condition of their apartment can read’ code enforcement
at 277-452s
"Our college students pay a
premium amount for rent in San
Jose." Hannon said. "They should
be living in an env ironment that is
safe and sanitary."

-
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Dog tired

Lorry Thomas / Daily Staff
Therese, an 18 -month -old golden retriever that is in training to
be a service dog for people with disabilities, lies beneath her
trainer Marie Pink, a freshman majoring in engineering, in the
Student Union. Pink said that Therese will be placed in a facility
after Mother’s Day where she will be trained by professionals for
six months and will be put through a series of tests.

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

PHN:

CLASSIFIEDS

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

EMPGit2EIPAALENT
STUDENT UNION, INC. JOBS

Positions are available In the
following areas
-BOWLING CENTER -Desk
Person (Student Assistant or
Work Study) Toes 8 30am to
12 30pm & Thurs 8 30am to
1 40pm
-EVENT SERVICES-Building
Supervisor 1 position (Student
Assistant or Work Study) 6-10
hrsAvk (See Shift schedule
www union sjsu edu)
-INFORMATION SERVICES
CENTER -(Work Study Only) Information Assistant Mon
1-3pm. Tues 10-1pm. & Thurs
10-i pm
Applications are available in
the Student Union Admin Office
3rd floor, across from the A S
Computer Services Center or
online wend union sisu edu
PHARMACY CLERK PT-Early
eves 4-75 Sets 1 Nir from SJSU
Bob,294-9131
Span/Eng a
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO
BAR/HOST-PT positions avail

in busy family style restaurant
in &vale All shifts avail Flex
Hrs $10 50111,10 start Call
408-733-9331 Ask for Wendy

INSIDE CLASSIFIED SALES

Silicon Valley Community
Newspapers located off the
Alameda near downtown San
Jose, is the publisher of eight
well established 8 award winning weeklies We have an
immediate opening for a FT
Inside sales rep -classified ads
Interested candidates should
have 1-2 years direct sales
experience Possess a positive
attitude 8 be sell motivated We
offer a fun noncorporate work
environment era competitive
benefit package Email res to
kfitigeraldi.sycn corn or fax
408-200-1010 aft Kate

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that when making
these further contacts they
should require complete information before sending money
for goods or services In addbon readers should carefully
investigate all firms offereki
employment listings or
ports for discount var. ati,,
or merchandise
03/08,05

SPRING STUDENT WORK!

514 50 to START
Certified Training Provided
Suits All Maiors
Great Resume Exp
Flex Around Schedule
IMMEDIATE Openings
Call 408-436-9336
FunStudentWork corn

OFFICE/WAREHOUSE ASST.
Small office good phone skills
Reservations Light Computer
Flex Hrs 408-292-7876

RECREATION JOBS AT THE

LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open

Now For Leaders Afterschool
Elam Sch Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment

SABVSITTER WANTED: PT
mornings flexible daysihours
for three children. 5 8 under
Must be reliable, have own
car 8 references Willow Glen
area 408-293-0529

Programs P/T, M -F 2-6 15pm
EMPLOYMENT Pay
Range $7 83411 32/hour
EDUCATION/RECREATION starting depending on asp No SHARED HOUSING
ECE
units req Call Kathy
CHILDCARE
408-354-8700X245
NEED ROOMMATE. Apt is 2
blocks from campus $500/mo
SPANISH
TEACHER-Small
FILE CLERK
TEACHER POSITON
Private School in Santa Clara PT
$10 00/hour
12 ECE Units Needed Exp w/ email m olmoNicomcast net
12 30-3 00 Mon -Fri All levels children preferred 265-3588 or
2 Positions Available
K-12 $20/hr 13 hrs/day) Fax
email vjunkeri"&scvymca org
M -F 9-1 pm
resume
to 408 247-0996
1
-Spin
M -F
DAYCARE TEACHERS: K -8th RENTAL HOUSING
Contact 408-293-3336
school seeks responsible indiTUTORS NEEDED NOW/
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS?
for extended daycare
DOWNTOWN! Across St from
viduals
Strong writing skills Grade 1
Local valet company needs
P/T in the afternoon No ECE MLK Library/SJSU 2MBFI/2BA
thru H S M-F 3-9pm (Flex
enthusiastic 8 energetic indiunits
1622 sqf $1950 408-295-0999
required
Previous
experi408255-524?
$1200/mo
les)
viduals to work at nearby malls
ence with children preferred
private events & country clubs
Call 244-1968 X16
TIRED OF SHARING
FT/PT available We will work
ACTION DAY NURSERY/
A BATHROOM??
around your busy school
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
Come see our huge
FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS
schedule Must have clean
2 bedroom 2 lull bath
Activities. Lessons Learning for girl
DMV Lots of fun 8 earn good Infant Toddler .5 Preschool
Teachers & Aides Substitute
participants Work with other core
money Call 408-867-7275
over 1000 sq toot apartment
positions some with flexible
Walking distance to SJSU
reunify orgs Setup 8 deliver proi
schedules, are also availNewly remodeled
grams
at
assigned locations 5-10
ATTENTION. SJSU STUDENTS able ECE units are required
Laundry facilities
hrsAvk $10 00/hr HS diploma
EARN INCOME GAIN EXPERENCE
for teacher positions but
Parking
or equw w/some experience
not req for Aide positions
Security Gate
Understand girl/gender issues
-PART-TIME OPENINGS
Excellent opportunity for Child First Aid/CPR Cert (nave
Easy
Access
to Bay
-HIGH-STARTING PAY
Development majors Call
Area freeways
or can obtain) Basic math
-FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Cathy for an interview 244Substantially larger than
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
1968x 16 or tax res to 248-7433 company vehicles Bilingual is
others, $1195 00/mo
-Customer sales/service
408-947-0803
a plus Arad Immemaiely Send
-All majors may apply
cover
letter
&
res
to
HR.
Girl
-Internships possible
SWIM TEACHERS-Year
Scouts of Santa Clara Co .
’Scholarships awarded annually
round program indoor pool
MOVE IN SPECIAL!
1310 S Bascom Ave San Joao
-Some conditions apply
Experience with children a
Greentree Apt’. at
CA 95128 FAX 406 287-8025
-No experience necessary
must Teaching experience not Email hr4girlscoutsolscc org
Tully 8 Mclaughin
-Training provided
required AM/PM/WE shifts
Rents start from $865
No phone calls. please kfir
available Email resume to
Newer Large Units
CALL 615-1500 9am -5pm
sdavisizeavac us
Park like grounds Patio
SILOOMOUR
www workforstudents com/sjsu
Gated Parking WAD
Register FREE
Close to Library Shopping
for lobs near
CAMP COUNSELORS needed
HY101/280
Campus or Home
DELIVERY DRIVERS
for weekend residential camp995 Tully Rd 294-6200
student
-sitters
corn
Party Rental Business
ing program for children P.
Perfect for Students,
adults with disabilities If you
Earn $250 Every Weekend, are interested in a challenging LOOKING FOR LOVING NANNY LIVE 1 BLOCK FROM SJSU
20 Hrs’week includes week
Lge 28/1 5Ba on 9th 51095/mo
Must have reliable truck or
rewarding experience, call
ends) Must have experience 8 Newry remodeled rall 309 9554
van Heavy lifting is required Tamisha4408-243-7861
references 408-292 7236
408-292-7876

Spartan Daily Classified Local Rates

Clearly Print Your Ad Here

281318AS MIN WALK TO SJSU.
ROurriy Glean well maintained

ANNOUNCEMENTS

frequency Dkkoefelle
is....dir,,

city e State

1-800-655-3225 or
www studentdental corn or
corn

www goldenwesfdental

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
Fie ./our paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact
Familiar with APA & Chicago
Styles ESL is a specialty
Grace 831-252-1108 or
Evagrace4aol corn or vise
ewe gracenoteseditinicom

EGG DONORS 85700+

Seeking all ethructhes
Responsible healthy applicants
needed Contact 408-528-9208
or info rr wrted nitro

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

24n 8444
BIRTHRIGHT
or 800 550-44’"infidential

FOR_SALE
SOUNDS UNIQUE: Before
you purchase any new or
used IliFt Electronics check
with us for great deals on
name brand gear We carry
over 100 brands of quality
Products including tube 8 solid
state loudspeakers DJ sound
8, classic used equipment
Sounds Unique buys sells
trades consigns P. services
most quality equipment Trade
in your old electronics for new
We rebuild your old loudspeakers tor new sound Special
pricing for SJSU students
faculty Check our website
inww soundsunique corn or call

408-287-3002

408.924.3277

OLost and found

ZIP

,n

I to private perry ads only, no Demure he other
or Meeneeme Ads mud be pieced In person In =Al
hom tbern to Iprn STUDENT to REQUIRED

hours of your group’s
time PLUS our free (yes,

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

Bash?
4 Ham,. ..
R Mall event
12 Yarn spinner
CoellpfiSer
Stravinsky
14 Carve a canyon
16 Whew, lor tie freirb
I 7 Beach loy
114 Whinny
19 Eve(
20 Values
r iodise
24 VaCkikirn part
25 Motre rurnishog
2fti Cherished
28 Family "tern
31 Glue MI
34 Cleveland NBAer
35 Ham, humanoid
35 Pertormed
a glissade
37 Einflankelent
38 Kind ut surgeon
39 Pierre’s parent
40 Monsieur s isiencts
4 I Corroded
42 Nine In Since/kern
1.1 cra’,rv a vote
44 Not iust mine
41. Svornreong-poor arms
4 7 NIChlit:inal ’Oat
SI Snorts gear
SS Tire support
? fre 01 benefit
S.’ Fin Symptom
MI I trucheon salad
su Per, clii orean

.1 tura,
6.44.ov hale,
64 or Darts

DOWN

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

FELL
Fl LE
SLAW
th,4sin
2
3
4
5
6
7
El
9
10

around

I Slight advantage
12 Fasten a shoe
15 Codgers
queries
20 Highest point
21 Tn, to catch
23 Stand for
26 Rruberk and

Ban,

27
29
30
31
32
33

rNtl.

Chaos

Birthday no
immersed
Yawning
Roulette color
Whodunit name
Junvx a dad
Fields
They hang

Festive nights
Coup rl Floating WIWI.,
Vane,

34
35
37
41

SVI1404

Nancy 12 reds
Ancient Briton
Letter ender
Pen
Hightails it

43 Familiar threat

44
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
44
56

(2 *de
Fuel carriers
UFO plot
Sticky
Burst forth
Sottisen teams
FRI agent
ltrypit I
Cauldron
Roman poet
Counterpoont
COMMA...
Turkish roffecial
Crest

104..

Check a classification

Name

Phone
Send check or money ceder to (Sorry, no credit cards) to:
Spertaa Dilly Closolfteels, San Joao State UnlvetsIty
Son lose, California 95152-0149
Additional worth may be set in
bold type at a per ad charge of Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, fim 2D9
$3 per word
Deadline: 10.00 am two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled checks.
S.1SU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. This retie applies
.-

$600 GROUP FUNDRAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS

4

EGO DONORS NEEDEDEARN
treei fundraising solutions
Female age 21-297
EQUALS S100042000 in
Northwest Egg Donation is
earnings for your group Call
seeking egg donors of all eth- TODAY for a MO bonus
’,Iciness Donors must be non- when you schedule your
smokers in good health 8. hold non -sales fundraiser with
a high level of responsibility It
CampusFundraiser Contact
you would like to earn SKEW Visit CampusFuncfnuser 15 18881
we* northwesteggdonation com 923-3238 or visit
or call (2081895-8667 for info
www campusfundraiser corn

3-Line Minimum

Address

$5
$7
$9
$11
$13

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
includes cosmetic, £89 00’year
Save 30^.-60. For info call

$5000e.

EJE10000000000000=0000000=00
0000000EIMODECODEIDDE1=0000000
MECE0000000000=1:100000000000
OEIMODOMEECOODOOMODECOEJECDOO
I 1 -day
2-days
I 3 -days
i 4-days
5 -days

SERVICES

CLUB/GREEK/ORG

mo 408 268 0439

A line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation and spaces between words

Ad rates: 3 -line minimum

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Water garbage, free cable 8
carport No smk or pets $900/

o
"

FAX:

Pates for consecutive pubis ation dates only

:Announcements
:Campus Clubs
:Greek Messages
PEvents
:Volunteers
:kir Sale
:Electronics
:Wanted
DEreateymeni

:Rental housing
:Shared housing
:Real Estate
1-25ervices
:Health/Beauty
OSPortS/Thi ,.
ClInsuran,
:Erb .
afro,.
:Tutoring

Questions? CALL 406.924.3277
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Bush names Bolton U.N. ambassador

Soak It up ...

WASHINGTON President
on
Monday
named
Bush
Undersecretary of State John R.
Bolton as the next U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, a
surprise choice that would send
an outspoken critic of the world
body’s effectiveness to its inner
councils.
Bolton’s government experience
stretches through three Republican
administrations, and his tough language and willingness to eschew
diplomatic niceties has earned him
both fans and critics overseas and,
in the bureaucracy.

In Bush’s first term, he proved
to be highly effective at advancing his strong conservative
views within the administration,
even when he was at odds with
then -Secretary of State Colin
Powell and much of the State
Department.
The post requires Senate confirmation, and Democrats immediately signaled they would wage a
spirited confirmation battle.
Forty-three Democrats voted
against his nomination as undersecretary for arms control four
years ago: even some Republicans

privately expressed dismay at
Bolton’s elevation Monday.
Some U.N. diplomats said
they were surprised at the choice.
European officials said they were
puzzled at how the appointment
meshed with the administration’s
recent efforts at consultative diplomacy.
Bolton would replace John C.
Danforth, who resigned after barely six months as ambassador.
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice told reporters Bolton was selected "because he knows how to
get things done."

JOHNSON - Search under way for replacement
continued from page 1
"The lack of progress and failures of the program rest squarely
on my shoulders and nowhere
else," Johnson said.
Tom Bowen, director of athletics, spoke highly of Johnson and
thanked him for his contributions
to the program.
"Phil Johnson is a very capa-

Jenny Lemper, a
senior majoring
in fine art with
an emphasis In
photography, picks
up one of her prints
to put in the wash
to clean off the
chemicals on photo
paper Thursday
in Duncan Hall.
Lemper is working
on a photo
project for her
Intermediate Black
and White Photo
class.

ble basketball coach. Be*, been
in the coaching profession for
25 years and has realized success
many times and at many schools
throughout his career." Bowen
said. "The first time he was here,
our home attendance grew significantly as we had some tremendous wins over conference
opponents Fresno State. BYU.
and
defeated Tulsa and Louisiana Tech

urEp....

(also)

too. We want to thank him for
these and other accomplishments
and wish him every success going forward."
A search is under way for
Johnson’s replacement. Bowen
said he wants to hire a coach with
NCAA Division I experience, has
tics to Northern California and will
be able to recruit in the high school
and junior college circuits successfully.

CENTER - City prepares to host eBay conference
continued from page 1

Jennifer Seigal / Daily Staff

allows the City of San Jose to celebrate the 10th birthday of eBay.
"It’s a great way to kick off the
new building." said Dan Fenton.
president and CEO of the con
vention center. For the big day.
eBay convention -goers will be
given maps to available parking
facilities. The traffic congestion
shouldn’t be much of a problem,
he added, since most of the manufacturing of the structure will be

done off-site.
Bidding started on Feb. I, and
two companies are set to undertake
the project. The manufacturer of
the tent vs ill be Unisersal Fabric
Slim:tures in Qtiakerli 1st, n, Penn.,
and the general u.ntractor is
Proven Management in South San
Francisco. Of the top WO largest
convention centers in the country.
San Jose was ranked 82th in building size, according to the City of
San Jose’s Web site.
In 2002, Measure F. which lev-

les a 4 percent tax on hotels only.
passed 65 to 35. Promising no increase in local taxes, the measure’s
purpose was to fund the construction of the temporary expansion
structure.
This hotel tax, also called a
transient tax, has been a little lean
since the first days of the dot cum bust, Fenton said. However,
Fenton is optimistic that eBay’s
cons ention and the new expansion
will be the perfect antidote to San
Jose’s economic malaise.

Life begins after
the workout ends.
Welcome to something better, here
at Pinnacle Fitness. Workout in a warm
environment with more amenities. Feel
the results of great classes like
Pilates, SPINNING’, even kickboxing.
And enjoy the difference of very
personalized service. Treat yourself to a
better workout, all close to campus
here at Pinnacle Fitness.

ONE-YEAR MEMBERSHIP

FREE

Buy one year membership and get the second year FREE!
Available at Downtown Son Jose (Pavilion) location only

Student memberships available.

South Bay
San Jose
408.924.0500

San Francisco
Los Gatos
408.358.3551

Hills Plaza
415.495.1939

PINNACLE

East Bay
One Post
415 781 6400

Black hawk
925.736.0898

Danville
925.743.3919

Walnut Creek
925.933.9988

How much better
could your life be?
Offer valid on 12 month, paid in full, Passport membership G010nt

with

any

other offers or gocounts 0 1005 Pinned’ fitness SPINNING is registered tier:femora of Mad Dogs Athletics, nu

1

